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ABSTRACT

This research aims to discover tourists experience at creative arts destination with a
strong focus on the tourism market in China; Beijing 798 Art Zone has been adopted
as a case study of the research to explore whether it meets the criteria of the creative
arts destination by definition? During the historical evolution, arts district such as
Beijing 798 Art Zone, SoFo Area in Stockholm and the Fitzrovia area in London
attract increasingly tourists now. Creative tourism is comparatively a new concept
which emerged only a couple of decades ago, but has gained a great deal of attention.
Some scholars have explored this field but there has been yet little research on
creative tourism. Therefore, it is considered that what tourists are thinking and
looking for at such creative art zones is worth looking into, and the result could be
beneficial to its future development. The research will first explore the definition of
creative tourism globally, and then review how creative arts has evolved in China,
history and characteristics of Beijing 798 Art Zone will be presented as it goes. An
in-depth qualitative method of research has been designed along with supporting
quantitative questionnaire method which has been adopted to evaluate tourist
experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone. Information collected for the research will be
presented and discussed in the findings and discussion chapters respectively. Findings
have shown that creative arts space does not necessarily mean creative tourism
experience and more creative events and activities are urgently needed to help visitors
gain their creative experience. Discussion on the current situation will be shared in
this study, and recommendations for the future developments of creative arts
destinations in China will be given based on the outcomes of the research in the end.

KEYWORDS: Beijing 798 Art Zone, creative tourism, creative arts destination,
creative tourism experience, tourist expectation, tourist satisfaction
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Tourism has been developing so rapidly and the economic outcome won
considerable attention in the world of academic in recent decades. Tourist destinations
incorporate physical landscapes in which locals live with related culture born within
the space, it is closely related to residents, investment, culture in the local area and
physical presence (Saarinen, 2004). In order to satisfy the need to understand tourist
destination and how it evolves, a great deal of researches have been conducted. But
does tourism development mean always having new tourist destinations, attractions
and activities? This is actually a question worth contemplating. We have seen how
tourism industries grow and its significance to some countries which are dependent on
the revenue tourism generates. Speaking of tourism as business, there are countries or
regions whose supporting industry is tourism, therefore it evolves into highly political
and cultural related events (Saarinen, 2004). There are certainly more places planned
or being planned to be used as tourist attractions and promoted to attract more visitors
so that will bring more money locally. Some scholars believe that traveling means
novelty, the more the better (Butler, 1980). However, some other scholars believe that
tourism is composed of series of activities occurring at certain places and it is
significant to study how it develops and grows.Saarinen (2004) looked into the
development of tourist destinations and the changes, it has pointed out in the study
that tourism is a dynamic course that involves tourist destinations and activities
happening within the space to experience.

1.2 Problem Statement

Creative arts tourism has been a comparatively new topic in the world of business
or sociology, there has been a limited literature review concerning creative tourism.
Meanwhile, arts district such as Beijing 798 Art Zone, SoFo Area in Stockholm and
Soho area in London attract increasingly tourists now. There are some similarities
among these areas that some of them having grown on an abandoned military base
then to a contemporary art zone due the historical evolution. However, there is still
limited research to explore the creative tourism development in such creative district.

A general literature review on the related studies on creative arts tourism globally
will be discussed. As the major interest of this research is related to the current
situation of creative tourism in China, a case study will be based on one of
contemporary art zones in China, Beijing 798 Art Zone as one of the biggest and
famous art destination in China, it’s history and characteristics will be reviewed. But
does China really have any creative arts destinations as discussed in the global
tourism academic world? This study will attempt to look into it from the prospective
of the tourists experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone. By comparing the criteria of
creative arts destinations as recognized with the feedback of the case study, a
discussion on whether Beijing 798 Art Zone can be described as a creative arts
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destination will be presented.

1.3 Aims and objectives

The ambition of this research lies in the development of creative arts tourism
in China. The aim of this research is to study the creative tourism destinations in
China, Beijing 798 Art Zone is chosen to be reviewed as an example. This
dissertation will be based on the case study of tourist experience at Beijing 798 Art
Zone. In order to meet the aim of this research, a few objectives are designed which
will be presented via specific research questions. They are set as followed:

 How has the definition of creative tourism been evolved?
 How do tourists experience at art districts in China such as Beijing 798 Art

Zone?
 Does Beijing 798 Art Zone meet the criteria of a creative arts destination by

definition?

1.4 The Structure of the Study

This thesis consists of five sections. The first section provides an introduction
of the research topic as well as its aims and objectives. It is followed by a literature
review on the related topics. The third section will explain how the research is
designed and how it supports to meet the aims and objectives of the study,
questionnaires and interviews will be conducted but findings will be on the basis of
qualitative method research: content analysis, a short discussion on the validity of the
research will be provided at the end of the third section. It will be followed by the
section presenting findings of the research and discussion. In the final section,
conclusion will be given along with recommendations on prospects of the creative
arts destination. Limitations of the study will be discussed at the end of the thesis.
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2. STUDY AREA

Beijing 798 Art Zone, also known as Dashanzi Art District, is situated in the
Chaoyang District of Beijing on the way to the airport express.(Figure 1) It consists of
a few blocks that were used as a military base few decades ago is now a thriving art
community with contemporary statues harbors the art galleries.

Figure 1. Location of Beijing 798 Art Zone

One special thing about 798 Art Zone is its Bauhaus style which can be dated
back to the time when it was a military base. It is a product of an extension of the
Socialist Unification Plan. The plan was on the basis of military-industrial
cooperation between the Soviet Union and China, over the cooperation Soviet Union
got East Germany (a socialist member at that time) involved when China was
desperately in need of more support in electronic components so Soviet Union
referred China to East Germany where the Soviet Union imported most of its
electronic equipment. Beijing 798 Art Zone was linked to the Project 157 because of
this reason and was designed by Germany consultants from East Germany on project
and that is where the Bauhaus influence came from. The Bauhaus style aimed to make
the best use of natural light at the workplace, while most Bauhaus buildings are facing
the north due to the fact that this would cast fewer shadows. Illustration 1 and
Illustration 2 depict the Bauhaus style architectures in Beijing 798 Art Zone.
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Illustration 1. Bauhaus style buildings Illustration 2. Inside of a Bauhaus
in Beijing 798 Art Zone style building in Beijing 798 Art Zone
( Picture taken on 04, October 2014) (Picture taken on 04, October 2014)

Once a military district, 798 Art Zone had its rebirth to be a community
accommodating contemporary artists at the end of 1990s. From 1984 onward,
contemporary artists in Beijing started to relocate from the north-west area to the east
Tongxian County now Tongzhou District which is an hour away from the city center.
In the year of 1995, Beijing Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) first moved to
Factory 706 in the area followed by Sui Jianguo, the Dean of the Department of
Sculpture, set up his studio at Beijing 798 Art Zone. Six years later, Beijing 798 Art
Zone witnessed its first foreign move-in in 2001. Texan Robert Bernell introduced his
Time zone 8 Art Books shop to a former factory canteen in 798. Ever since that, more
and more artists from all around the world choose 798 Art Zone as their home. Yin et
al. (2015) has examines the number of establishments of different types of enterprises ,
such as studio, gallery, design stores, boutique, in Beijing 798 Art Zone from 2003 to
2013 (Table 1). Date provided by Factory 798 Art District Construction and
Management Office.

Table 1. Number of Establishments in Beijing 798 Art Zone (Yin et al. 2015:152)
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Looking at the 798 Art Zone in Beijing, it’s creation is iconic in the art
development as it was born as a military project and has witnessed the shift to an area
accommodating contemporary art.
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Creative Tourism

3.1.1 Definition of Creative Tourism The concept of ‘Creative Tourism’ first
appears in the book ‘Tourism research: critiques and challenges’ established in 1993
by Pearce and Butler, they mentioned it as a potential form of tourism, although they
do not give a clear definition of it (Richards, 2011). It has been defined as ‘Tourism
which offers visitors the opportunity to develop their creative potential through active
participation in courses and learning experiences, which are characteristics of the
holiday destinations where they are taken.’ by Richards and Raymond (2000:2).
Creative potential, active involvement, characteristic experiences and co-creation are
the important implications developed from this definition (Richards, 2011). Richards
(2011:2) also added that ‘In order to develop creative tourism, industry practitioners
must identify the activities which are closely linked to their region’. The relationship
between ‘cultural tourism’ and ‘creative tourism’ has been identified by some
scholars. At the Planning Meeting for 2008 International Conference on Creative
Tourism at U.S.A in 2006, one participant mentioned that ‘creative tourism’ rises
after ‘cultural tourism’, while ‘beach tourism’ was the first generation (UNESCO,
2006). Richards and Wilson (2006:3) also points out that ‘Creative tourism has been
posed as an extension of cultural tourism - at once an adjunct and an antidote to mass
forms of cultural tourism and the serial reproduction of culture’. In 2006, ‘Creative
Tourism’ has been defined by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) Creative Cities Network as:

‘Creative tourism is travel directed toward an engaged and authentic
experience, with participative learning in the arts, heritage, or special
character of a place, and it provides a connection with those who reside in
this place and create this living culture’ (UNESCO: Creative Cities Network,
2006:3).

The definition of creative tourism is still vague, although creative tourism is
receiving an increasing amount of attention. Whether it is hype or a valuable
development strategy receives a lot of debates (Richards, 2007), thus, more research
is needed in the future.

3.1.2 Modes of Creative Tourism Richard (2011) has pointed out the fact
that creative tourism is more of a dynamic than a stable business model, he has set up
a Mode (Figure 2) in his research to explain modes of creative tourism. As it indicates
in the chart that creativity involves learning, tasting, seeing and buying, the first two
factors are related to activities while seeing and buying are about background. The
carriers are environment, people, processes, and products. What differentiate tourism
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from other economic matters is that tourism is selling intangible product which can be
described as experience, so in the matter of creative tourism it is creative experience.

Figure 2. Modes of Creative Tourism (Richards, 2011: 1239)

3.2 Creative Arts Destination

3.2.1 Creative Industries Creative industry has been an active generator of
knowledge transfer and economic growth (OECD, 2014). There has been insufficient
literature on creative tourism destination so far as it is still a comparatively young
topic in tourism studies. Pine and Gilmore (1999) have tried to explained it in the way
of experience economy paradigm, Richard and Wilson (2007) presented it as a
connection between the intangible and tangible in the world of tourism. In the report
of OECD (2014: 7), creative industry has been defined as ‘knowledge-based creative
activities that link producers, consumers and places by utilizing technology, talent or
skill to generate meaningful intangible cultural products, creative content and
experiences’.

3.2.2 Definition of Creative Arts DestinationPeople pay a lot of attention on
economic development but the fact is that it cannot be ignored and that culture is the
important resource of economic growth and this is what is marketed based (Rapuano
et al., 2010). Creative arts is not new in western world, there are famous names such
as Montparnasse in Paris, Chelsea in London and Soho in New York, creative arts has
been going through a quick development in China in recent years (Currier, 2008).
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Studies in the burgeoning field of creative arts destinations have drawn increasing
attention globally.

Lacy and Douglass (2002) stated that the actual host and guest encounter
would help host deepen their understanding of their own identity, which on the other
hand has been argued by Dinero (2002) that tourism is causing more negative effect
such as weakening ethnic identity as there are enough on-stage tourist activities
happening. But in the case of creative arts destinations, it is not bothered by this as
both performers and visitors are free to explore and interact in the world of art, neither
of them is having one-way influence on the other.

However, creative arts destination may have been simply promoting technique of
local destination managers at traditional destinations as there is lack of actual creative
activities happening on site (Richard and Wilson, 2006). Creative tourism can be used
as a good mean to encourage tourism destination to achieve its sustainable
development, but it has to be properly planned in its development strategy (Richard,
2011). Therefore, the creative arts destination is the creative district which cluster the
arts, business, cultural and fashion zone together to be the tourism attraction for
creative activities.

3.2.3 Creative Arts Destinations Development in China Rossiter (2006)
stated in a study on creative industry in Beijing that the development of creative arts
industry in China is closely linked to that of creative arts world globally, although the
way to understand it in the Chinese context cannot be the same as the way to review it
in the western world. He continues his point by explaining that for example in the UK,
creative arts section has been receiving funding from the government intending to
revive urban areas after the trauma of post-industrial economies, but in China the case
is different.

Creative arts development in China has been neglected until recent years, Tan
et al., (2013), Currier (2008) and other scholars have undergone a few research on the
topic but mainly on literature analysis. Currier’s study (2008) has looked into
contemporary urbanism and how it is reflected on 798 Art District as an example, she
pointed out that 798 Art District is not a product of McDonalisation1 given its history
of development.

3.3 Tourist Experience at Creative arts Destination

Ryan (1997) has looked into the concept of tourist experience with
informative discussion that tourists experience consists of many factors. It has been
widely discussed in the world of social sciences, how experiences can be monitored
and studied, there has been affluent study in this regard, but tourists experiences
requires its own methodology in evaluating it. As discussed in Ryan's work that

1 McDonaldization is a concept first raised by sociologist George Ritzer in his book The McDonaldization of
Society (1993), which shows a culture adopts the characteristics of a fast-food restaurant. It is also a society
process moving from traditional to rational modes of thought, and scientific management.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociologist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Ritzer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_McDonaldization_of_Society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_McDonaldization_of_Society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast-food
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rationality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_management
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tourist experience is closely related to tourist expectation and satisfaction, and to be
more specifically tourist satisfaction is strongly influenced by tourist expectation.

3.3.1 Tourist Expectation Pocock (1992) stated in her work that tourist
expectation is strongly impacted by television, films and even tourist information.
Rapuano and Fernandez did a research in 2010 that looked into the relationship of
tourist and the local and how local culture identity has been influenced by host and
guest encounter at the destination, the research was based on a case study at County
Clare in Ireland on how Irish and Irish American identity is constructed. In a research
conducted by Pocock (1992), it has been found out that the tourist expectation to
Cookson Country is greatly influenced by the novels written about the area, the
majority of the tourists come to see what they want to see. Franklin (2003) also
believes that tourism plays a vital part in forming social identity.

Scholars have been exploring the meaning of tourism with different
approaches, Berghe and Keyes (1984) have presented that ‘tourism is a type of mass
recreational travelling where people go to places other than that with which they are
familiar in search of the ‘other’ (Rapuano and Fernandez, 2010: 2). The concept of
‘in search of the other’ has been widely discussed in the field of ethnic tourism, but
how it can be interpreted in the world of creative arts would be another story. Visitors
looking for ethnic experience tend to lose themselves in the context of the local
culture at the destination, the experience usually takes at least days but what is
happening at art zone is generally much shorter compared to other tourist experience.
Hiwasaki (2000) has pointed out that visitors are attracted to cultural exoticism at the
destination and it would give rise to three outcomes: visitors who look for experience
beyond their daily life; local presenters who adjust their performance on the basis of
preference of visitors; intermediary who profit by coordination between the host and
the guest. In the context of creative arts destinations, actually it is much easier for
visitors to gain experience beyond their ordinary life in arts, the relationship between
the performer and the taste of visitors may depend more on the decision of the former,
and as for the intermediary it is better organized as most art works have been
exhibited in galleries. Although there are quite many differences between the
sightseeing world and creative arts world, they both fall into the recreational domain.
How tourist expectation on creative arts zone are formed and tourist experience is at
creative arts zone are what this research aims to look into.

But in Beijing 798 Art Zone, with its interesting story of origin and strong
influence by local culture trend in Beijing, 798 Art Zone is more than exhibiting
contemporary art work but also reflecting the trend of people’s thoughts at the time.

3.3.2 Tourist Satisfaction Hughes (1996) claimed that tourism actually had a
negative impact on culture. But many other scholars disagreed and explained that as
long as tourism was developed based on community interest, not only local culture
could be preserved but also could it strengthened culture identity in the community
(McIntosh et al. 2002; Moscardo, 1999; Sofield, 1991). McIntosh et al. (2002)
continue to point out that there are various venues to gain cultural experience at
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tourism destination and it can be demonstrated in various forms, but essentially
products related to cultural experience are supposed to be developed by indigenous
residents in order to achieve sustainable development. Tourist attractions related to
culture is expected to play a major role in it. Sofield (1991) proposed that respect for
culture values from where visitors comes from certain understanding of culture
meaning of the local community, without this it would give rise to cultural conflict
and possibly prejudice. Can indigenous value be really comprehended by visitors with
limited experience via sightseeing? Urry (1990) shared his doubt in this study.

3.3.3 Creative Tourism Experience The Association for Tourism and
Leisure Education (ATLAS) did a survey research in 2004, 35 members from 25
countries have involved in this research while over 13,000 completed visitor
questionnaires have been investigated from different types of cultural sites in
European. The findings of this research shows only around 5% of cultural visitors in
Europe treated their holidays as ‘creative’ (ATLAS 2004). Compare with the
conventional tourism as well as tourist experiences, the research on the experience of
tourist in creative tourism is still on an early stage of its development. People have
different experiences even if they are doing the same thing. Pine and Gilmore(1999)
discussed that such as educational and escapist ones needs the active participation of
tourists in an ‘economy experience’ realms. Richards (2011) sees the growing
integration of tourism and creativity, he identified creative tourism ‘which involves
the co-creation of participative, ‘authentic’ experiences that allow people to develop
their creative potential and skills through contact with local people and culture. He
suggests different type of creative tourism experiences could be delivered in a variety
of ways (Table 2).

Table 2. Type of Creative Tourism Experiences (Richards, 2011)

Experience Delivery

Learning Workshops

Testing Experiences

Open ateliers

Seeing Itineraries

Buying Shop window

Authenticity experience has been emphasized in the creative tourism.
Intangible resources such as atmosphere, ambiance, skills and creativity also can
make places stand out from the others.
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3.4 The Framework of understanding tourist experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone

Quantitative and qualitative method research are considered to be opposite, the
emphasis of quantitative method research lies on measuring (Kamil, 2004). Fong
(1991) pointed out in his study of the Structure of Quantitative Research that
quantitative method research can provide researcher with quantum increments to
capability and it is beneficial to quantitative innovation. Meanwhile, it is also stressed
that qualitative approach is ‘inductive, and a multiplicity of variables and their
relationships are considered not in isolation but as being interrelated in the life
context’ (Yow, 2005: 5).

Figure 3. The framework of understanding tourist experience in Beijing 798 Art Zone

The Figure 3 illustrates the framework of this research. The research is
designed to be carried out by conducting both mainly qualitative method of research
with assistance of questionnaire to collect related data on a bigger scale. At the first
stage of the research, questionnaire with fifteen questions has been designed and two
hundreds copies have been sent out to Beijing 798 Art Zone both online and on-site. It
covering many regimes such as perception of the destination, tourist motivation,
tourist satisfaction and demographic information.

After the first stage of data collection, five candidates were chosen and
contacted; three of them replied and agreed on participating in the in-depth interview
and sharing their on-site experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone. As researcher found the
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results intriguing and found the reasons and thoughts behind them could be helpful for
the future development for the destination qualitative interviews, which have been
conducted to look into more in-depth information.

The empirical findings of tourist experience has been discussed and analyzed.
In the final section, conclusion will be given along with recommendations on
prospects of developing Beijing 798 Art Zone closer to creative art destination.
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4. METHODOLGY

4.1 Overview of Methodology

This chapter will introduce the methodology of the study and evaluate how it
is designed to meet the aims and objectives of the study. This study intends to look
into creative arts destination development in China, 798 Art Zone in Beijing is chosen
to be the case study. The research will look into visitors’ experience at Beijing 798
Art Zone and then evaluate if it fits criteria of a creative arts destination by definition.

In order to collect demographic information of tourists visiting Beijing 798
Art Zone as well as how much they enjoyed and spent at the destination, a
questionnaire with fifteen questions was designed. It consists of two sections and
questions covering many regimes such as source of information, perception of the
destination, tourist experience, and tourist satisfaction. This is to fulfill the objectives
of the study and therefore to achieve the aim of the study. After the first stage of data
analysis, an interview schedule with three questions is designed to look into tourist
experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone, why they have given feedback and evaluation as
they did on the questionnaire. Questions are designed to understand what the
destination image is and what expectations do visitors usually have before going to
798 Art Zone, how frequently it is visited, and who are the main consumers at
creative arts destinations such as 798 Art Zone. There are three interview questions in
the interview schedule, and each interview was expected to last for forty minutes.

4.2 Research Approach

It has been an ongoing debate on measurement of experience, it is indeed a
complicated process which gives academia challenges to define and describe
(Andereck et al. 2006). Many scholars have attempted to achieve it which has made
great contributions in this field (Urry, 1995, MacCannell, 1976, Omodei and Wearing,
1990, Otto and Ritchie, 1996). To sum up from the previous literature, it has been
agreed on the fact that experience involves personal feelings and engages with
personal interaction (Anderecket et al. 2006). In order to better understand the tourist
experience at creative arts destinations, this research has been designed to use both
quantitative and qualitative method approach. Two hundred quantitative
questionnaires have been sent out via Wenjuan Website 2 as well as on-site sending
out (Figure 4), one hundred and ninety-five questionnaires have been sent back and
one hundred and ninety-four are valid to be analyzed in the later research. In regards
to the qualitative interview, five invitations have been sent out for interview, three
participants managed to attend the face-to-face or phone interviews. All the related
data will be analyzed and presented in the next chapter.

2 Wenjuan Website is Chinese largest academic online platform.
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Figure 4. Screen Capture of Online Questionnaire
(Wenjuan Website)

Quantitative method research is known for its access to large amount of data
while qualitative method research is chosen to collect in-depth, detailed resources and
it aims to look into deeper information of the research topic (Dwyer and Limb, 2001).
Fong (1991) has presented that although data collected in quantitative research does
not speak for themselves, how to study it depends on the methodology design of each
study.

The aim of having questionnaire sent out with questions is to collect the
number of visitors who enjoy their experience at 798 Art Zone, how often do they go
in order to support further analysis on the image of 798 Art Zone as an art destination.
On the other hand, having qualitative interviews intends to discover how do visitors
spend their time at 798 Art Zone and how much do they enjoy their time there. The
in-depth information on tourist experience is considered to be vital resource on
studying the future development of the destination.

Qualitative approach is known for its in-depth, detailed research methods, and
qualitative approach aims to attain deeper and detailed information of a topic for
researches (Dwyer and Limb, 2001). But there has been debate going on about
whether qualitative research is a scientific method or not. Some scholars question
qualitative method of research, an extreme opinion from Wells stating that qualitative
method research cannot generate actual figure and date-based results (Ryan, 1995).
Another methodology which is frequently brought up to compare with qualitative
method research is quantitative method research which is described as an extensive or
numerical approach (Dwyer and Limb, 2001). This research intends to understand the
tourist experience at creative arts destinations, therefore quantitative method research
will be adopted to collect numerical data which will be incorporated with a few
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qualitative interviews in order to collect more profound data for further content
analysis.

Despite big challenges in studying visitor experience, many studies have made
this topic evolve in the recent decades. Borrie and Birzell (2001) have concluded four
most commonly adopted means of measuring visitor experience: satisfaction
approaches, benefits-based approaches, experience approaches, and meanings-based.
The first two methods are considered to be more related to quantitative method
research, for instance, Likert scale is one of the most widely used method in
indicating the degree of satisfaction towards personal feelings. It is easy for
participants to describe to what extent how they feel for the certain topic being asked,
and also it is easier for researchers to analyze the data collected from the research by
using certain numerical methods. The shortcoming of this approach is its limitation in
looking into deeper understanding of the topic being studied (Glaspell, 2002).

The other two methods on the other hand would enable studies to look into
more in-depth information from those who participate. They started to become
popular in the world of academia since 1990s (Andereck et al. 2006). There has been
non-stop debate on its accuracy in understanding experience, as experience is
considered to be something too dynamic to measure. It is regarded partially true but
the real challenge lies in how to understand the collected data. Therefore, in this
research it has been decided that quantitative research would be used in the first stage
of data collection, which is followed by in-depth qualitative interview with more
specific research objectives.

An interview protocol including open and semi-structured questions has been
designed before conducting the interviews, and piloting has been done in the process
of designing interview protocol. Due to the fact that all the participants are Chinese
and they only speak Chinese, interviews were conducted in China which would be
translated into English for further analysis. Interview schedule was firstly designed in
English; it was translated into Chinese afterward for actual interviews. All the content
of interviews has been fully recorded with the permission from interviewees. All the
information collected from interviews has been fully transcribed, but only useful
paragraphs were translated into English to present in the following chapter.

4.3 Sample size and procedures

Quantitative approach as numerical method research usually collect date with
a big number of samples, and researchers analyze collected date with a set number of
variables based on preconceived hypotheses, while qualitative researches work out the
opposite way. Due to the flexible nature of in-depth interviews, the interviewer was
able to adjust the interview protocol based on specific needs for research. Therefore,
some new information may be collected, which is seen as one of the merits that
something not planned before could be found out in the interview (Yow, 2005). This
can be a quite long process, which makes it more understandable that qualitative
research normally chooses small simple size (Yow, 2005).
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Two hundred questionnaires will be sent out and it is expected to receive two
hundred copies for further research. One hundred designed questionnaires will be put
online to reach out eligible participants who have been to 798 Art Zone from 18th June
2014, one hundred copies of questionnaire will be given out to visitors by the
researcher on site 798 Art Zone from 20th September to 3rd October 2014. As from 1st
October to 7th October is Chinese National Holidays, it has been consider that large
flow of tourists in Beijing 798 Art Zone during the Chinese Holidays would be better
for data collection.

Each quantitative questionnaire takes approximately fifteen minutes to finish.
Eligible participants are visitors who have been to 798 Art Zone for at least one time.
This study intends to understand tourist experience in creative arts destinations, 798
Art Zone as the case study the questionnaire questions were designed to explore
visitors’ expectation and satisfaction at 798 Art Zone. Participants would be
approached by two methods: online and on-site, they were chosen on the random
base.

It also has been considered that small sampling for the in-deep interview
would be good, but each participant should represent a different background. A few
candidates were shortlisted based on the requirements, participants were gathered
when researcher gave out questionnaires on-site at Beijing 798 Art Zone. After
collecting the questionnaires, eligible candidates were approached by researcher and
asked if they would be willing to take an in-depth interview in a cafe at 798 Art Zone.
Five interviewees has been chosen while two of them changes their minds when the
researcher connected them before interview, three in-deep interviews has been
collected till 10th October 2014.

4.4 Questionnaire design

The questionnaire consists of fifteen questions including those asking to
collect demographic information. It was designed in English at the first place, the
layout of the questions had been reviewed and revised during piloting, and then was
fully translated into Chinese after checking wording.

This study aims to look into the tourist experience at creative arts district as
tourist destination, Beijing 798 Art Zone has been chosen to reviewed as case study.
The date collection intends to approach it from the prospective of perception to the
destination, how did they know of the destination, the frequency of their visit, what
motivates them to visit the destination, approximate spending on site and destination
image perceived by the visitors. There were a few questions asking about their
expenditure spent at 798 Art Zone, this was due to the consideration that spending
habit could be helpful in understanding tourist behavior and was indicative of visitors’
preference. For example, 798 would be considered as a more artistic destination if
most expenditure invested by visitors went to gallery ticket purchasing while at
leisure center visitors tend to spend more money on their food and beverage. The
question on average expense at 798 Art Zone intends to evaluate what type of
destination 798 Art Zone is, is it a high-end artistic zone which might be restricted to
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budget visitors or it is welcomed by all levels of visitors, this question aims to
examine the image of the destination from the prospective of visitors’ spending. There
were also questions trying to know if participants would like to recommend 798 Art
Zone to people they know as referral is the best way to explain positive tourist
satisfaction. There was also a semi-open question asking for evaluation of their visitor
experience at 798 Art Zone followed by another question welcoming constructive
suggestions for improvement of 798 Art Zone. The demographic information was at
the end of the interview schedule. This was due to the concern that starting a
conversation with questions asking for private information might not be comfortable
for participants. So the demographic information was placed at the end of the
questionnaire.

4.5 Piloting

Piloting was done during the process of questionnaire designing. The layout of
questions has been adjusted during the first stage of piloting. The first stage of
piloting was done by English students who were master’s students in tourism and
hospitality to review wording and layout of questionnaire questions. A sample
questionnaire was done by one of piloting students in English. Based on feedback
collected, redundant questions were cut off and confusing words were rephrased. In
addition, some open questions were combined to one or two semi-open questions
which intended to make it easier for participants to understand.

The second stage of piloting involved translation from English to Chinese and
further sentence structure correction for which researcher consulted few Chinese
international students on the accuracy of translation and the feasibility of the
interview. During the process, sensitive words have been rephrased and additional
explaining was added to unfamiliar conceptual words in the questions.

4.6 Validity of the research

Two hundred questionnaires have been sent out online and on site at Beijing
798 Art Zone. Three qualitative interviews were conducted, one of which was done
by phone interview. In order to make sure the validity of the research, researcher
personally added questionnaires on trustworthy websites and visited 798 Art Zone a
few times to send out and collect questionnaires. As for qualitative interviews,
researcher sent out the interview protocol before the interview so that would allow
participants to familiarize themselves with the research topic before the actual
interview, and the content of the interview was recorded through the use of
loudspeaker. During the phone interview where it was more difficult to do the
recording, researcher took notes in detail ensuring all the important information has
been collected and written down. When collecting questionnaires on site, researcher
selected participants carefully and gave them sufficient time and privacy to fill in the
questionnaire. This was to prevent participants from feeling threatened by
researcher’s presence which would result in collecting inaccurate information. When
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it comes to qualitative interviewing, time and locations for face-to-face interviews
were decided by participants in order to make sure they feel comfortable enough to
talk. One interview was conducted at a cafe in 798 Art Zone and one in the office of
participant during lunch break, while the last one was done via telephone. The number
of people present varies based on the will of participants, it has been found out that
participants interviewing in the cafe preferred to have a few friends around so they
would feel more relaxed.

Interviews were recorded with written notes taken during interviews. The
content of interviews has been transcribed right after the interview as early as possible
while the details of interview were still fresh in the mind of the interviewer. The
length of interview was around thirty minutes.
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5. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Overview of findings

Findings of the research will be presented in this chapter. Feedback of
questionnaires has been studied based on themes related to the aim and objectives of
the study, interviews have been reviewed and useful information has been collected
and analyzed by adopting thematic approach.

Two hundred questionnaires have been sent out online and at Beijing 798 Art
Zone in person by the researcher, one hundred and ninety-five copies returned and
one hundred and ninety-four valid feedback has been adopted in the data analysis.
The only one invalid questionnaire has information missing in two semi-structured
questions; therefore it was discarded after consideration. Three interviewees were
chosen among the participants of questionnaire, two have been approached and
interviewed at Beijing 798 Art Zone, one has been interviewed over phone.

Questionnaires are designed to look into three main aspects in order to achieve
objectives of the research. They are: perception of the destination, tourist motivation,
tourist satisfaction and demographic information. An interview protocol has been
designed based on the first stage of information analysis; questions on the interview
protocol were designed to look into in-depth information of tourist experience at
Beijing 798 Art Zone. The first question intended to investigate the source of
information on the destination. The main body of the interview is the discussion of
answer of the second question; it covered many aspects of tourist experience
including preparation of the trip, on-site experience sharing, how the destination visit
impacts tourists understanding and future life. The third question was based on the
discussion of their visiting experience at the destination.

5.2 Findings from quantitative research

5.2.1 Age group of the participants Questions on the questionnaire covered a
range of aspects (Appendix D), only useful data collected from the first stage of
research has been adopted and assisted with further qualitative method research, it can
be roughly categorized into themes as followed: age group, information source,
motivation, expenditure and impression.

According to the results from Figure 5, it has been interesting to find out that
most participants are aged between 18-25 years old (48.94%), which fall into a quite
young age group. It is followed by 26-30 years old which accounts for 35.11%.
Participants aged from 31 years old and beyond constitute 12.77% among all, and
there were 3.19% of participants who were below 18 years old. The age of the
sampling group is comparatively young with majority of young people from 18-25
years old.
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Figure 5. Age Group of Questionnaire Participants

5.2.2. The emerging of social media in marketing In the previous chapter on
literature review, the effect of new media has been discussed. The result as indicated
on Figure 6 has supported Buhalis and Costa’s (2006) theories on wide use of social
media among travelers in recent years. Results have shown that more than half of
participants have first noticed of Beijing 798 Art Zone from referral of friends
(55.32%), it has been followed by social media which is 27.66%. Traditional media
such as newspaper, magazine, radio and TV only account for less than one fifth of the
total amount. Therefore, a trend can be seen in the results of Figure 5 and Figure 6
that Beijing 798 Art Zone is more popular among young people compared to older
people, and it is mostly referred by the friends via oral recommendation or social
media. Social media is becoming an active channel to promote tourist attractions.

Figure 6. The Resource of Information
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5.2.3. The increasing demand on creative arts products Figure 7 has
presented a series of data that shows what made participants choose Beijing 798 as
their destination. As mentioned earlier in this research, some old literature on tourism
especially in Chinese made great effort on understanding demand of mass tourism and
tourists behavior of group tourists. The new form of consumption will soon replace
the traditional ones; this can be revealed in the research of this study. According to
the feedback, the majority (58.51%) decided to go to Beijing 798 Art Zone to enjoy
contemporary art and the artistic atmosphere at the creative arts destination. Only
9.57% of which visited Beijing 798 Art Zone as part of their sightseeing tour in
Beijing. Interestingly, there has been 12.77% of participants traveled to Beijing 798
Art Zone for events held at creative arts venues at the destination. Further finding on
this will be presented in the later section. 14.89% of which has been chosen Beijing
798 Art Zone as the destination to spend their leisure after school or work.

It is regarded as a positive feedback that is based on the data collected; most
visitors choose to visit Beijing 798 Art Zone for the purpose of art. According to Tan
et al. (2013), creative attractions intend to provide visitors with more special
experience than traditional tourist attractions, and visitors go to creative space
intending to participate in experiential activities. As indicated, more than half of
visitors have come to Beijing 798 Art zone looking for artistic experience and nearly
13% of them have come for events happening at Beijing 798 Art Zone, this can be
seen as a strong branding image of Beijing 798 Art Zone as creative space for art.

Figure 7. Your Purpose to Beijing 798 Art Zone

5.2.4. Potential in stimulating on-site expenditure No matter if it is a tourist
attraction or creative space, visitors’ expenditure during their visit is important to its
maintenance and development. How much visitors spend while they travel is taken as
one of the key factors in evaluating their experience. Figure 8 presents how much
money visitors to Beijing 798 Art Zone spend during their visit and Figure 9 shows
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how they spent their money at the destination. The outcome has turned out to be
unexpected, it has been found out that visitors’ expenditure at Beijing 798 Art Zone is
low and the majority of their spending is on food and drink instead of on tickets to
creative activities.

As Figure 8 shows only one third of the participants spent over RMB 100
4during their visit at Beijing 798 Art Zone, spending over RMB 50 takes for another
one third, the rest of it spent even less than that.

Figure 8. Expenditure at 798 Art Zone During Visit

Figure 9 states where tourists spent their money during the visit. Apparently,
most expenditure has been paid for food and drink at Beijing 798 Art Zone (59.57%),
it is followed by art purchase which is 20.21%, tickets accounts for 17.02% and also
others (3.19%).

Figure 9. How did You Spend Your Money at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

4 RMB is the abbreviation Chinese Yuan, which is the national Chinese currency. According to the International
Currency 8 June 2015: 1 Chinese Yuan equals to 0.16 US Dollar.
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A creative arts destination like Beijing 798 Art Zone, it is understandable that
most galleries are tickets free except for a few big and famous ones such as UCCA5,
but even than their tickets are not expensive. This could be one of a few reasons that
explain why the on-site expenditure is not high. Also, it is very easy to find
restaurants and cafes at Beijing 798 Art Zone, some of them are combined with
galleries. Other ventures such as creative arts classroom or workshop are very few.
This could be another explanation of high percentage of spending has gone to food
and drink at Beijing 798 Art Zone.

5.2.5. After-visit impression on Beijing 798 art zone can be improved
Impression is a key part in exploring visitors’ experience. Surprisingly, in the

question looking into after-visit impression on Beijing 798 Art Zone, the results have
shown that more than half of the visitors found Beijing 798 Art Zone just ‘Okay’
(56.38%), around one third of which answered ‘Excellent’, but 8.51% of which seems
not satisfied with their visit to Beijing 798 Art Zone (I expected more: 5.32%,
Disappointing 3.19%). (Figure 10)

Figure 10. Your Impression on Beijing 798 Art Zone After Visit

The tourists satisfaction has the influence on whether the tourist would like to
recommend Beijing 798 Art Zone to their friends. Figure 11 illustrates that 86.17%
tourists are willing to recommend Beijing 798 Art Zone to their friends, only 13.83%
tourists have different decisions. Compare the data from Figure 10 and Figure 11, it
indicates Beijing 798 achieve deep impression in tourists, more than half of the visitor
would like to recommend 798 art zone to their friends.

5 Ullens Center for Contemporary Art (UCCA) is an independent, not-for-profit art center which located at
the heart of Beijing’s 798 Art Zone. UCCA was founded by the Belgian collectors Guy and Myriam Ullens
and opened in November 2007.
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Figure 11. Would you recommend 798 Art Zone to your friends?

5.2.6 A more artful, accessible and well facilitated destination are required
According to the Figure 12, 39.38% tourists indicated that Beijing 798 Art Zone can
be more artful. There are also strong demands of tourist for better facilities and
accessibility which illustrated 29.19% and 23.11%, respectively. More restaurants and
cafe are requires in this art district. While, only 8.32% tourists stated that Beijing 798
Art Zone can be more commercialized. Active involvement and characteristic
experiences are two important factors in creative tourism. (Richards, 2011) It has been
indicated from Figure 12 that a more artful, accessible and well facilitated destination
are required, which also can be treated as a potential requirement of a more creative
destination from the suggestions of the tourists.

Figure 12. Do you have any constructive suggestions for the improvement
of 798 Art Zone?
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5.3. Findings based on qualitative research

5.3.1. Overview of the research Three qualitative interviews have been
conducted to better investigate visitors’ experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone. After the
first stage analysis of data collected from questionnaires, researcher came up with an
interview protocol with three questions:

1. How did you know about Beijing 798 Art Zone?
2. How did you like your visit at Beijing 798 Art Zone?
3. How would you evaluate your experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

The content of interviews has been sorted and analyzed based on subtitles.
Due to the complexity of qualitative research it is challenging to expect what might be
discussed in each interview. Thematic method has been adopted in studying content
of interviews. Findings related to research aim has been presented in the following
sections.

5.3.2 Selective coding
5.3.2.1 Demographic background of interviewees

Demographic information is important to the research as information provided
by participants would impact the outcome of the research. Researcher chose
participants with different background, this was due to the consideration that
participants coming from different backgrounds would bring various information
source to the date collection. Three interview participants were all female (who will
be symbolized as A, B and C in the coming paragraph), two of them were 25 years
old and one was 31 years old. They all lived in Beijing during the research being
conducted. Participants’ demographic information can be reviewed below (Table 3).

Table 3. Demographic Background of Three Interviewees

Participant A Participant B Participant C

Age 25 25 31

Nationality Chinese Chinese born
Singaporean Chinese

Education
Master degree
attained in the

UK

Bachelor’s degree
attained in the UK

Bachelor’s degree
attained in China

Occupation Travel Consultant Business Analyst Senior Manager

Impression on 798
Art Zone Excellent Okay Disappointed

* Names have been removed for the sake of anonymity
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5.3.2.2 Social media
Based on the data collected, it has been identified that social media has

become a popular channel for audience to get to know about Beijing 798 Art Zone.
Participant A pointed out that:

‘I first knew of Beijing 798 Art Zone from my high school friend Renren6. At
that time she studied in university in Beijing, it seems she always went out with
friends on weekends and came back with interesting photos. Once I saw her photos at
a place where there were many funny things like art, I commented on her photo and
asked about where that was, she told me it was Beijing 798 Art Zone. Then I looked in
up online and read more about the art destination, ever since that I had been quite
interested in Beijing 798 Art Zone’

Participant C’s encounter to Beijing 798 Art Zone was similar to this, but she
came across it on Sina WeiBo7 as indicated. She was intrigued by WeiBo post on
Beijing 798 Art Zone so gathered with a few friends and went there on a day off.

‘I think I first heard of it on Sina Weibo, I saw a post about a short
introduction about Beijing 798 Art Zone and became interested in it.’

Different from Participant A and C, B stated in her interview that she first
knew of Beijing 798 Art Zone from a magazine she read back in university. It was an
English magazine talking about creative arts destinations; Beijing 798 Art Zone was
introduced and compared with other art venues such as Guggenheim in western world.
Participant C said:

‘...I like art and go to galleries when I travel, I immediately became interested
in the idea of Chinese creative arts and wondered how Beijing 798 was like. Finally
when I got an opportunity to move to Beijing for work, I visited there during my stay
and I had a good time there...’

5.3.2.3 Atmosphere
As introduced before, Beijing 798 Art Zone was once a military base during

the time of cold war. Soviet Union sent experts and architects from Eastern Germany
which made contribution to Bauhaus style at Beijing 798 Art Zone. Participant A
loved the idea that Beijing 798 Art Zone was initially an old neighborhood
accommodating military production and later became a creative arts destination. She
puts that:

6 Renren is a Chinese social networking service which was founded by Joseph Chen in 2005. In August 2009,
Xiaonei officially changed its name to Renren, as well as its domain to www.renren.com. It is the most popular
SNS among college students.

7 Weibo is the most popular online social networking service and micro blogging service website in China. It was
launched by SINACorporation on 14th August 2009.
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‘...Beijing 798 Art Zone is really cool! It used to be a military base, it is not
simply an old abandoned factory area but can find many old ‘red elements’ (meaning
communist influence), and now it is one of home bases of contemporary artists...’

Similar to Participant A’s first impression on 798 Art Zone, Participant B told
interviewer that she really enjoyed walking around in Beijing 798 Art Zone among
Bauhaus neighborhood and visiting local galleries.

‘...I really like the idea of using an old base and converting into an artistic
centre for current use. I have been to many art centers in England, I found Beijing
798 a bit different. Compared to other centers in western countries, Beijing 798 Art
Zone seems to be a combination of Western and Chinese, which is something western
galleries are lack of. They may have many collection from old China but I like it that
Beijing 798 Art Zone is a place where nowadays people meet and explain thoughts in
the form of art...’

5.3.2.4 Creative Arts?
When asked about ‘when talking about Beijing 798 Art Zone what would they

think of?’, the answer during interviewees was either ‘nothing special’ or too many
things. Participant A said she had a good time and would recommend it to her friends.
She said it in her interview that:

‘...I went to Beijing 798 Art Zone because I read it that it was a creative arts
zone. I was very excited when I first got there, I visited many galleries and local shops,
purchased some special cultural souvenirs. But my friend who went with me found
798 Art Zone just okay, I imagine she did not knew of 798 as much as I did and when
we got there she confused the area as another coffee street. I think if 798 Art Zone
may need to strengthen its identity in art world; maybe more representative
contemporary galleries or art related workshop will be more helpful to attract real
art lovers. After all, contemporary art is more than chilling out in suburb and
drinking coffee...’

Compared to the other two participants, A has gone back to 798 Art Zone after her
first visit.

‘...After my first visit with my friend, I have been back there twice, one for a
work event and later I took a visiting friend there to show her around. The event at
798 Art Zone was lovely, as a Travel Consultant we are able to go to many events to
meet up with suppliers. The one at 798 Art Zone was quite special, venue was good
and even after event people who want to stay connected can walk around in the area
and carry on with their chat. I think 798 Art Zone is a great spot for events...’
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In contract to Participant A’s sharing, Participant C seemed to have less
enjoyed 798 Art Zone, she shared it with the interviewer that:

‘...As it defines itself as a creative arts zone, personally I did not see much of
creative arts when I was there. Before I went there, I imagined that it was full of
high-end galleries with real art work. But what I saw at 798 Art Zone was funny
statues all over the place. I heard it that 798 Art Zone used to be more fun with more
profound art work but with interference of the government, some artists moved out
and sensitive work were taken down. That is a pity. I think 798 Art Zone should
become less of a tourist place and pay more attention to real art, artists can even
work together to make 798 a real art zone and advertise for what are happening
there...’

When asked about if the fact that Beijing 798 Art Zone used to be a military
base before becoming home of contemporary art, was an attractive point to them.
Participant A and B showed strong interest in that, while Participant C seemed not
quite intrigued. Participant C explained that:

‘...I have to admit that the old history of Beijing 798 Art Zone does not really
motivate me to go there. As a girl, I am not very interested in military history neither
in visiting its site. I was firstly attracted to its reputation as a creative arts zone with
interesting galleries but based on my observations those galleries I have visited they
did not seem quite special. I came across many tourists and young people going there
for photo taking and getting a coffee. There were no art workshops or culture
exchange activities. Do you know a place called MOMA in central Beijing? I quite
like that place as a couple of cafes there run interesting workshop events, exhibitions
and culture-exchange events which are quite successful. I think it would also be good
for 798 Art Zone if they can learn from that...’

5.3.2.5 Activities at 798 Art Zone
According to Participant B’s interview she said that:

‘...Although I like Beijing 798 Art Zone, it seems that the art business there is
spread out, it seems it is not very well organized and people are all doing their own
business, some even repeat others. I do enjoy coffee break at 798 Art Zone, but you
know living in Beijing you are never short of cafe options, neither cafe. 798 Art Zone
is not close to any subway station but only accessible to public bus which is quite
limited...’

As a local resident in the area, Participant C pointed out that:

‘...It is true that compared to other tourist attractions 798 Art Zone is further
in north-east on the way to Beijing Airport, but if it is attractive enough visitors would
still find their way here if they want to. When I have friends coming to visit my area,
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they are happy to go to 798 Art Zone for the first time but rarely any would like to go
back for the second or third time unless there are special events happening on the day.
But mostly people go there due to curiosity and maybe people living nearby go to
coffee shop there for coffee or reading break. Generally speaking, there is not much
happening there in the morning, even if I live in the area I am not always aware of
what exhibitions are happening there, not to say tourists who are miles away. As most
visitors are tourists, 798 Art Zone has become more touristy so less and less local
would visit there for leisure...’

5.3.3 Discussion on qualitative research
5.3.3.1 Significance of culture background

After careful selection, three interviewees come from different background
with possible different methods of understanding creative arts destination. In order to
observe, if difference of culture background has a big impact on tourist experience at
creative arts destination, it was intended to invite interviewees from different
background. Participant A has been chosen to represent ‘Hai Gui’8 group (Chinese
overseas returnees), who were born and have been raised in China but go to
undergraduate or postgraduate university in western countries. Born in Beijing but
raised in Singapore and later went to university in the UK, Participant B is a perfect
representative of visitors who have good understanding of both Chinese and Western
mentality. Besides, participant C has been chosen to investigate how Chinese without
influence of western education preserve the concept of creative arts and what they
expect from creative arts destination in China.

It has been found out that Participant A and B tended to talk about their
experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone while comparing with other creative arts zones
such as Soho in New York City and Chelsea in London. Having worked in London
for one year, Participant A highly complemented her experience at London Soho and
Tate Mordern:

‘...Though I very much enjoyed my visit to Beijing 798 Art Zone, I have to
admit that other art zones I visited elsewhere seem much more professional with more
serious art exhibitions. I am not sure if this is characteristics of Chinese culture that it
seems very difficult to steal away from political influence. I remember when I was in
London creative arts is more about letting your voice out and expressing your free
will! There are topics about how people in old times fought for their right for equality
such as street art in east London. But in Beijing 798 Art Zone, it seems a bit different.
Maybe I do not know much about northern culture, as I am a typical southerner, or
the presentation of their art is restricted to political topics. I was a bit disappointed to
that but I am very much interested in related culture souvenirs sold in some shops at
798 Art Zone, I bought a few for myself as well as for my friends too...’

8 ‘Hai Gui’ Group are the students who have completed studying abroad and back to China.
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Participant B admitted during interview that her opinions might have been
formulated based on western influence.

‘...Beijing 798 Art Zone seems a bit different to other creative arts zones I
have been, I think this is partially due to the fact that my knowledge to Chinese
history and culture is limited. I very much like cultural products carrying western
aesthetics but with Chinese characters, some look very funny to me! Great
combination of Chinese and western ideas. I love that because it is something you will
not see elsewhere... ’

When the researcher tried to look deeper into Participant C’s disappointment
on her visit to Beijing 798 Art Zone, it has been found out that most of her
expectations on the destination came from the book or other media. She told
interviewer that

‘...I was expecting gigantic buildings that they have at many creative arts
zones, but all I saw was short and square buildings which reminded me of Soviet
Union style. I was also looking forward to seeing artists composing on-site but all I
could find was shops selling cultural products, that was quite disappointing to me…’

5.3.3.2 Social media in tourism marketing
As discussed in the earlier chapter on literature that travellers experience is

greatly influenced by various mediums (Buhalis and Costa, 2006), the findings based
on 3 interviews have all reflected on this. Participant A and C have first heard of
Beijing 798 Art Zone from friends via social media (Renren and WeiBo), Participant
B told that she read about Beijing 798 Art Zone on the culture section of an old
magazine long ago. Participant A and C come from outside of Beijing, moved to
Beijing for work, and Participant C was living in the neighborhood of Beijing 798 Art
Zone at the time when interviewed. Participant B was originally from Beijing but
raised in a different culture background. They have all learnt of Beijing 798 Art Zone
when they were not in Beijing and were motivated to go for a visit when they got to
Beijing.

As it has been presented in Buhalis and Costa’s (2006) work, traditional media
such as TV and magazine continue to be major marketing channels nowadays,
however social media has quickly become another significant means of exchange of
information and actually it happened even swifter than traditional media and could
have an influential impact on the audience who are reading the messages.

The social media market in China is quite different from what western
countries have in their countries. Social media communities such as Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram which are widely used in the western countries do not enjoy
the same level of popularity in China, some are not even accessible to Chinese online
users based in mainland China. However, Chinese users have access to their own
Chinese version of different types of social media such as Weibo, Renren.
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5.3.3.3 Experience influence
The findings have presented the different outcome of experience at Beijing

798 by three different interviewees. It is not difficult to realize that they have been to
Beijing 798 Art with different anticipation. Special architecture as Beijing 798 Art
Zone, it is famous for its special location where it used to be a military base and was
abandoned after the finishing of the project, but now has been converted to a creative
arts space. Apparently, Participant A and B have enjoyed their visits to Beijing 798
Art Zone much more than Participant C. During the interview, it has been found that
they have learnt about the place before they went and their exceptions on the
architecture style had been met during the visit.

The finding resembles what Pocock's (1992) study on tourists to Cookson
Country as mentioned in the earlier chapter. Tourists visit destinations expecting to
see what they want to see, it is important that the reality at destination would not go
too much against tourists’ expectation. But also, it is also significant to set up
appropriate expectation at preparing for the journey stage. In this research, Participant
A and B were interested in seeing Bauhaus buildings before they went to Beijing 798
Art Zone, they saw them so they were somehow happy with their experience at
Beijing 798 Art Zone. Although expectation is not the only factor that impacts
visitors’ experience, it is a quite influential factor and it can be managed at pre-trip
stage.

Besides, the connection visitors can attain between their expectation and
on-site experience would also decide for them if that is a satisfactory experience. It is
disappointing to find out in the findings that all the participants have pointed out that
there is not much to do at Beijing 798 Art Zone except for visiting galleries and
having a cup of coffee at cafes. Tan et al. (2014) have mentioned in their research that
the connection between the reality and expectation is what makes creative space
actually ‘creative’, this can also be backed up by Nelson and Rawlings’ (2009) earlier
research exploring artistic creativity of creative space. It is considered that especially
for Beijing 798 Art Zone which is famed for its artistic value, it would be a piece of
vital advice for future developer to come up with more interactive activities to help
visitors enhance their experience while visiting Beijing 798 Art Zone.

Although, what defined ‘creative activities’ and what is important for visitors
in China to experience creative arts may be different from that in western world. The
findings of this research is limited with its specific aim and objectives, more
marketing research on how to create special experience for Chinese visitors is
suggested.

5.3.3.4 Future challenges
It has been found out in the earlier quantitative research that most expenditure

of visitors to Beijing 798 Art Zone has been spent on food and drink. In order to
achieve sustainable development for qualitative interviews, it was designed to look
into this and more information about visitors’ experience during their visit. As to
make Beijing 798 Art Zone a more competitive creative arts destination, a few
findings in interviews would be good reference for future development.
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The interview with three participants have reflected a few problems that are
holding back the development of Beijing 798 Art Zone. Both Participant A and B
complaint the lack of business collaboration at the destination.

Transport inaccessibility is another issue reflected in the process of the
interview. When asked about why they were not frequent visitors to Beijing 798 Art
Zone, both Participant A and B pointed out that there was not much to keep them
staying and coming back.

Even though transport inaccessibility could be a difficult issue, according to
Participant C, this is not a critical issue that would hold Beijing 798 Art Zone back.
Participant C admitted in her interview that she had much higher expectation on
Beijing 798 Art Zone before her visit.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, a summary will be given to clarify different discussions in
analysis part and also make clear the link between research and thesis purpose.

6.1 Discussion on findings

To sum up this research, it has explored creative arts destination in China. It
has critically compared the global development of creative tourism with local
development in China. Beijing 798 Art Zone has provided the research with an
interesting case study with affluent information on its visitor experience.

From an academic perspective, this research has made contribution to
literature on creative tourism and art zones in China. Creative arts destination is
considered to be a new terrain in Chinese tourism market, but this new market is
booming in recent decades. It has started to play a more and more important role
when people decide for their travel destination. Known as one of the most famed
creative arts zones in China, Beijing 798 Art Zone having grown on an abandoned
military base then to a contemporary art zone, it was regarded as a successful
transform in the recent twenty years. Would this become an important asset in tourism
market that would be an interesting question to look into for policy makers in the near
future.

Though with volumes of literature studying on Beijing 798 Art Zone, mostly
which explored from the perspective of art instead of from its value in recreation or
tourism. Beijing 798 Art Zone shares parallels of origins of others, but based on this
study there is still great potential for Beijing 798 Art Zone to develop in the near
future. Due to the nature of creative arts destination which is different from other
tourist attractions, it will go through a comparatively smoother stage of exploration.
Given the current expenditure structure of visitors at 798 Art Zone, the biggest
spending of visitors relevant to the creative arts is ticketing which is still very early
stage form of income in tourism. As it has been presented by Butler (1980) which also
echoed interviewees’ suggestion that more involvement shall be encouraged in the
future development.

Additionally, the role of Beijing 798 Art Zone to link to other creative arts
destinations globally is to be discovered. Due to the limitation and time restrict, this
aspect was not able to be looked into deeper during the research. But it is to be
believed that the Beijing 798 Art Zone should look for its opportunities to participate
global activities in the field.

As discussed earlier, creative tourism can be seen as a connection between
tourism and tourists, it helps tourists to form emotional bond with destination by
creating imagination and participating activities (Richards and Raymond, 2000). By
activities it could cover a wide range of events such as arts, cooking and other
creative activities (Korez-Vide, 2013). It is leading the new consumption in the
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tourism market, and it is happening in China as the research indicates. In the old days
when mass tourism was still popular, the majority of tourists were more interested in
visiting many sites instead of spending time on sites doing activities to empower the
understanding to the local culture. It is positive that the desire of tourists are changing
nowadays.

From a practical perspective, this research has provided information and
implications for policy makers and destination managers to consider with regard to
closer collaboration and larger investment in destination marketing. Both participant
A and B have proactively compared the cultural products at Beijing 798 Art Zone to
that at other creative arts destinations. The more cultures they have been exposed to,
the better they are able to do the comparison the better they are sure of their identities.
Pocok’s (1992) statement that visitors go to destination to see what they want to see
has been proven by the result of the research, especially during qualitative interviews,
with different cultural background, three participants went to 798 Art Zone with
entirely different expectations. Therefore, it is to be believed that this is a major
reason which differentiated their evaluation on the destination.

Based on the findings of the research, visitor experience at Beijing 798 Art
Zone is to be enhanced. Its special history that converting to a contemporary art zone
from an old military base makes it a big selling point as a creative tourism destination,
but with lacking of collaboration between art venues, proper marketing platform and
creative activities to provide visitors with experiential memories. As discussed earlier
in the literature review, experience is considered as the most factor in evaluating
creative arts destinations, it is a major factor that differentiate creative arts destination
and other ordinary destinations. Korea-Vide (2013) has pointed out the close
relationship of creative arts destination with sustainable mission, which would be an
even more ambitious goal for Beijing 798 Art Zone for the moment. Looking from the
results of this research, there is still a gap to catch up with other creative arts
destinations for Beijing 798 Art Zone. A few recommendations on its future
development are given in the next section.

6.2 Recommendation

The findings of this research have revealed that Beijing 798 Art Zone is still
growing at early stage of becoming creative art destination, on the other hand it has
great potential in the future creative development. From the research findings the
following policy recommendations can be deduced that there are four aspects which
could be of help to policy makers of authorities responsible for the future
development of Beijing 798 Art Zone.

6.2.1 Better media exposure in the future It has been discussed at the
beginning of finding that more than half of participants knew Beijing 798 Art Zone
through their friends and nearly one third of them learnt of Beijing 798 via media, it
has been revealed in the interview that even some who heard of 798 Art Zone from
friends first saw it on friend’s social media platform. The future development of
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Beijing 798 Art Zone would depend on not only audience who already know about
contemporary art, it also needed to cultivate more audience of contemporary art.
Internet, TV and magazine are all effective communicators to reach out to audiences
nowadays, and emphasis should be put on social media given the big amount of time
users spend online. If there could be more TV programs talking about 798 Art Zone
as well as more magazines featuring it, 798 Art Zone would become more widely
known and potentially it would be visited by more visitors in the near future. Creative
arts destinations need more audience who truly understand creative arts to survive and
thrive in the future. It is also suggested by researchers that both policy makers and
local management company should make the best use of the power of social media to
promote Beijing 798 Art Zones, and adopt proper strategy in content marketing to
attract more visitors to go to visit Beijing 798 Art Zone.

6.2.2 Creative consumption mode of tourists at Beijing 798 Art Zone The
empirical findings of this research reflects that the spending of tourists at Beijing 798
Art Zone is still quite low. Most visitors come to Beijing 798 Art Zone because it is a
cultural site, however, more than half of the total number expects that 798 Art Zone
could be more artful after their visit. Creativity, seems to be a significant factor to fill
the gap between tourist expectation and satisfaction in this art district.

Combined with the Mode of Creative Tourism by Richards (2011), more
investments will be needed to enhance creativity as activities in tourist destination.
Compared with tradition tourist attractions, in order to incentive tourist expenditure
on site more creative business such as artistic workshops, open ateliers and
participatory courses are highly required, which enable the tourist to gain authenticity
experience shifting from ‘buying’ and ‘seeing’ to ‘testing’ and ‘learning’.

6.2.3 Active marketing plan and campaigns to strengthen destination
image As discussed earlier in previous chapters, strong destination image would
attract more spectators to the site and therefore would generate more profit to the
local tourism business. According to the outcome of the quantitative research, the
destination image of Beijing 798 Art Zone is still quite weak to its audience. It is
suggested that marketers could come up with long-term and active marketing plan
with marketing campaigns launching every now and then. Creative arts zone in the
city can be used as leisure area for local and good sightseeing spot for tourists visiting
Beijing.

6.2.4. Collaboration with other creative arts zones There are a few other
creative arts zones in the world, some of them having longer history than Beijing
798 Art Zone. Beijing 798 Art Zone can learn from what other creative arts
destinations have achieved and take what could possibly benefit for its own growing.
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6.3 Limitations of the study

It is understandable that all research is restricted to limitations. This research
mainly based on qualitative research of the in-deep interview method along with
quantitative questionnaires to collect a large scale of data at the first stage. Combined
use of the two method has been considered to strength the weakness of qualitative
method, which has been viewed as less scientific by some scholars (Yow, 2005).

Due to the time limitation, the sampling of qualitative interview is small. One
participate has been interviewed by telephone, although the researcher took notes in
detail to ensure all the important information has been collected, it is difficult to make
the observation during the telephone interview.

The combination of the quantitative method and qualitative method of this
research is still at a primary stage, statistical methods has not been applied to analysis
the collected data. The results of interviews is subjected to the background of
interviewees, therefore it might have impacted the outcome of the research.

Also, due to feasibility on site, all the interviewees are female which might
have restricted the vision of research result, future research could take opinions of
male candidates into consideration for further reference.

6.4 Suggestions for future research

This study explored the tourist experience in Beijing 798 Art Zone. On the
base of the qualitative in-deep interview method along with large scale questionnaire
date collections has been applied to explore the tourist experience. The findings of the
research show there are potential for Beijing 798 Art Zone to improve the
development of creative tourism.

Future studies can conduct research into a bigger sample of in-deep interview,
and Statistical quantitative research methods could investigate more developed
creative art district in the world, such as Soho district in London.

A comparative analysis between different creative art districts in China, such
as M50 Art Zone in Shanghai, Caochangdi district in Beijing and Mogan district in
Hangzhou, would also be suggested.
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8. APPENDICES

8.1 APPENDICE A - Interview Transcript 1

( 04/10/14, Participant A -Slyvia , 25, Chinese)

I: Hello, nice to meet you. Thank you very much for your time today. This interview
may take around 30 minutes, shall we start now?

A: Yes sure.

I: You have been to Beijing 798 Art Zone, have you? How did you like it?

S: Yeah, I have, actually been there a few times. I quite like it there, sometimes I go
there for work and sometimes I go with friends and chill out in small cafes there.

I: How did you know Beijing 798 Art Zone at the first time?

S: I first knew of Beijing 798 Art Zone when I was a university student. You know a
few years back XiaoNei (now named RenRen) was quite popular among university
students, I had pretty much all my friends from high school in my friend list. I
remember having an old classmate who was studying in Beijing, she regularly
posted pictures of her life in Beijing, sometimes she went to visit museums,
sometimes events and sometimes historical sites – all looking fun. One day she posted
a new album which showed some strangely interesting statues and her pictures in the
galleries. I left her a message asking about the place and she told me that she was at
Beijing 798 Art Zone the week before and it was good fun. I was very much
impressed by her pictures and from that time on I was hoping to visit Beijing 798 Art
Zone . A few years later, I got a job offer from a travel company in Beijing, I moved
to Beijing in 2014 and went to Beijing 798 Art Zone for the first time maybe in June
or July.

I: Ah I see. Sounds like a long time to wait!

S: Haha, yes it was!

I: So can you tell me more about your first time at Beijing 798 Art Zone? How did
you like Beijing 798 Art Zone when you first visited it? Was it as good as how you
expected?

S: Actually I did not expect too much of it. You know contemporary art is not from
our own culture, so we do not really have a stereotype towards it. Before I moved to
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Beijing, I have been to many galleries when I was studying in Europe, that has helped
me from my understanding towards contemporary art world.
I: How would you compare it with your experience in Europe?

S: Oh there is no way to compare and I do not think we should compare it as galleries
in each city would represent the local culture. I think Beijing 798 Art Zone is really
cool! It used to be a military base, it is not simply an old abandoned factory area but
can find many old ‘red elements’, and now it is one of home bases of contemporary
artists.

I: Sounds very interesting, please do carry on with sharing.

S: I went to Beijing 798 Art Zone because I read it that it was a creative arts zone. I
was very excited when I first visit it, I visited many galleries and local shops,
purchased some special cultural souvenirs. But my friend who went with me found
Beijing 798 Art Zone just okay, I imagine she did not know of Beijing 798 Art Zone
as much as I did and when we got there she confused the area as another coffee street.
I think Beijing 798 Art Zone may need to strengthen its identity in art world, maybe
more representative contemporary galleries or art related workshop will be more
helpful to attract real art lovers. After all, contemporary art is more than chilling out
in suburb and drinking coffee.

I: That sounds like a very important suggestion to Beijing 798 Art Zone and I quite
agree with you. As it indicates on your questionnaire that you have been to Beijing
798 Art Zone more than one time, haven’t you?

S: I have been going back to Beijing 798 Art Zone quite a few times. After my first
visit with my friend, I have been back twice, one for work and later I took a visiting
friend there to show her around. The work event I went at Beijing 798 Art Zone was
lovely, as a Travel Consultant we are able to go to many events to meet up with
suppliers. The one at Beijing 798 Art Zone was quite special, venue was good and
even after the event people who want to stay connected can walk around in the area
and carry on with their chat. I think Beijing 798 Art Zone is a great spot for events.

I: Can you share with me which kind of work events you went?

S: It was a showcase event organized by a hotel group. It was at a lovely restaurant
near the centre of Beijing 798 Art Zone. Sales from all around the world came to the
event and partner guests from Beijing attended the event as well. We highly
complemented the venue at the event and after the meeting we walked around a little
bit in the art zone, it was a good day we had a very good time there. It did not feel as
stressful as attending work event in hotels in city centre.
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I: Sounds like good fun, so would you recommend Beijing 798 Art Zone to event
organizers in the near future.
S: Yes sure. But at the same time, I hope Beijing 798 Art Zone would think more
about its future development.

I: Could you share more about your opinion on that?

S: Currently, I am working in a travel industry, I have seen what visitors are looking
for, what attract them, what keep them and where they are happy to spend their
money. Travel is a business, no matter it is a park where it charges tickets or an area
where it can make people stay and spend money in shops. As far as I am concerned,
Beijing 798 Art Zone still has a long way to go. I remember when I was there first
time, I only spend a few kuai(Chinese currency) for a postcard. I went to a couple of
exhibitions with no ticket and that was it. I did not go with too many expectations,
when I was in the gallery I did not feel that I had to see the show or I would miss
something very interesting, and their posters outside did not convince me to pay extra
20 kuai or 50 kuai to enter the exhibition. As for cafes, there are just like cafes
anywhere else. The reason why I liked it there I think it might be because I have read
a lot about the history of Beijing 798 Art Zone, I was curious about how a military
base could turn into a contemporary art zone. It does have everything a creative arts
zone should have but it does not stand out.

I: Okay I see, I think your opinions are very important to my study. How would you
evaluate your experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

S: I would still say great! As I mentioned it has everything a creative arts zone should
have, I have been to exhibitions, I spent some good time with my friend, I learnt
something new and interesting, it was good – relaxing and educational at some point I
would say.

I: That is good, not too disappointing though!

S: Yes. Though I very much enjoyed my visit to Beijing 798 Art Zone, I have to
admit that other art zones I visited elsewhere seem much more professional with more
serious art exhibitions. I am not sure if this is characteristics of Chinese culture that it
seems very difficult to steal away from political influence. I remember when I was in
London creative arts is more about letting your voice out and expressing your free
will! There are topics about how people in old times fought for their right for equality
such as street art in east London. But in Beijing 798 Art Zone, it seems a bit different.
Maybe I do not know much about northern culture, as I am a typical southerner, or the
presentation of their art is restricted to political topics. I was a bit disappointed to that
but I am very much interested in related culture souvenirs sold in some shops at
Beijing 798 Art Zone. I bought a few for myself as well as for my friends too.
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I: That is very kind of you. Would you recommend Beijing 798 Art Zone to your
friends? Do you think you would go back there again?
S: Yes, I definitely will. I think for people who have never been to Beijing 798 Art
Zone, it would be a new experience. For contemporary art lovers, no matter they are
Chinese or westerners it worth a visit. Chinese may meet up with people who share
the same interest and westerners can have a look at how creative arts is like in China,
I would certainly recommend it to people I know, that is for sure!

I: That is good to know. Do you have any comments you would like to add on to our
interview? I know your time is precious and I am very grateful that you are able to
spend some time to take my interview today.

S: No worries, it’s my pleasure. If they may, I would like to suggest management
team who is incharge of Beijing 798 Art Zone to spend more time and make more
effort in its destination image branding.

I: This sounds quite professional, could you explain more on this?

S: Sure, I mean market and promote Beijing 798 Art Zone as one would be better for
its future development from my point of view. Beijing 798 Art Zone is massive
compared to Tate Modern in London which is just one single building. If they can
make galleries on site collaborate and organize some events, I am sure this would be
helpful in strengthening its destination branding. But it is just my humble opinion.

I: I think that is very helpful, and will put it in my research.

S: Thank you!

I: Okay, thank you again for your time today, it was very informative and helpful!

S: No problem, it is my pleasure too.
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8.2 APPENDICE B - Interview Transcript 2

( 04/10/14, Participant B - Weige, 25, Chinese born Singaporean)

I: Hi, thank you for taking your time to fill in the questionnaire and agreeing on doing
an interview. Your opinions on Beijing 798 Art Zone seem quite significant, could
you share more with me?

W: Hehe, thank you. It is my pleasure. So what would you like to know?

I: Could you tell me more about your experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone based on
questions on the questionnaire, how did you first know about Beijing 798 Art Zone?
When did you first go there and how did you like it when you were there?

W: Mmmm okay. I think I first saw the name of Beijing 798 Art Zone on a magazine
on campus, oh that was back in the UK. Actually, I am a Chinese born Singaporean, I
did my university in England and worked there for two years before I moved to
Beijing.

I: Oh, so you are not local from Beijing but you speak such good Mandarin!

W: Hehe, thank you very much. Well, I was born in Beijing and lived here until I was
5, then my family moved to Singapore.

I: Ah, so you are Beijinger.

W: You may say so.

I: Okay, this is interesting. Now I am very curious about how you look at Beijing 798
Art Zone, guess I found a perfect candidate for my research.

W: Hehe, thank you.

I: Do you still remember the name of that magazine when you first read about Beijing
798 Art Zone?

W: I am afraid I do not really remember the name of the magazine, but it was an
article talking about contemporary art. You know, oh maybe you do not know, I am
not sure if you know the image of Chinese culture in western world. From my point of
view, their understanding towards China is kind of old-fashioned, people do not often
relate contemporary art to China but to New York City, London or Paris. So I was a
bit surprised to know Beijing 798 Art Zone. But, I was not at all surprised about its
military background in history.
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I: Interesting. May I ask what brought you to Beijing? Did you move back with your
family?

W: No no. My family is still in Singapore, I am now taking my open leave and doing
a transitional project in Beijing. I think it is good for me to know more about my
place of birth and culture, so I took the offer and moved here a couple of months ago.

I: Ah good. So when did you come to Beijing 798 Art Zone the first time?

W: Hmmm maybe a couple of weeks ago, I like art and go to galleries when I travel, I
immediately became interested in the idea of Chinese creative arts and wondered how
Beijing 798 was like. Finally when I got an opportunity to move to Beijing for work, I
visited there during my stay and I had a good time. I really like the idea of using an
old base and converted into an artistic centre for current use. I have been to many art
centers in England, I found Beijing 798 a bit different. Compared to other centers in
western countries, Beijing 798 Art Zone seems to be a combination of Western and
Chinese, which is something western galleries are lack of. They may have much
collection from old China but I like it that Beijing 798 Art Zone is a place where
nowadays people meet and explain thoughts in the form of art.

I: Did you go to any exhibitions?

W: Hmmm not as what I remember. I remember going to UCCA, but we did not go to
the ongoing exhibition, the ticket was 20 kuai as I remember. We spent some time at
its souvenir shop but we did not buy anything, some of them looked really cool but
they are quite expensive.

I: Have you ever been to any exhibitions at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

W: Yes.

I: What was the average price of the entrance fee?

W: They are all for free as far as I remember.

I: Ah okay, cool. How did you like them?

W: Beijing 798 Art Zone seems a bit different to other creative arts zones I have been
to, I think this is partially due to the fact that my knowledge to Chinese history and
culture is limited. I very much like cultural products carrying western aesthetics but
with Chinese characters, some look very funny to me! Great combination of Chinese
and western ideas. I love that because that is something you will not see elsewhere. I
was very impressed by the venue where it has ‘long live chairman Mao’, you know it
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exactly fits the stereotype of China in western world. It was interesting to me that the
house looks like eastern European style during the time of cold war, but it has slogan
from the time of culture revolution, very interesting to me.
I: Ah, actually if you look into the history of Beijing 798 Art Zone you would find out
that architects who designed houses at 798 Zone were from Eastern Germany, maybe
that is reason.

W: Yes, I heard of it from my friend who went there with me. Very interesting.
I: Would you say architecture at Beijing 798 Art Zone was more attractive to you than
its contemporary art?

W: Mmmm maybe. I think if compared to creative arts zones elsewhere in the world,
Beijing 798 Art Zone is not too attractive to me, but I am happy enough to see that
China has its own creative arts zone.

I: How would you compare it to creative arts zones elsewhere in the world?

W: Very different I would say. I have been to many creative arts zones in Europe,
they are very different from what it offers at Beijing 798 Art Zone. However, I think
places I have been to in Europe are more artistic in a way, there are more exhibitions
and most of them are for free. Also, what I found quite helpful was that at many
places they provided with audio guide or any kind of assistance to help you
understand what they were exhibiting. I have to say I actually learnt a lot during my
visit at some creative zones.

I: And you think you did not get that when you were at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

W: Hm not really, Beijing 798 Art Zone looks more like an area where you go chill
out with friends if you know what I mean.

I: Can you explain more about it?

W: I mean Beijing 798 Art Zone is fully packed with restaurants and cafes, it is good
at some point I guess, because there are plenty of reasons for people to stay there, but
most of them are not related to creative arts you know. You can also find restaurants
and cafes in the city centre if you want. I wonder if it is possible for restaurants, cafes
and shops to have some events related to contemporary art that Beijing 798 Art Zone
could present.

I: That actually sounds like a very good idea, do you have any suggestions on that?

W: Hmm I don’t know. Although I like Beijing 798 Art Zone, it seems that the art
business there is so spreaded out, it seems it is not very well organized and people are
doing their own business, some even repeat others. I do enjoy coffee break at 798 Art
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Zone, but you know living in Beijing you are never short of cafe options, neither
restaurants. 798 Art Zone is not close to any subway station but only accessible to
public buses which is quite limited. Also, maybe small enterprises at Beijing 798 Art
Zone could do some things together such as themed events or something? Do you
know a cafe in Sanlitun called Bookworms? I think they are doing a lot of cool events
and activities in the cafe, sometimes they invite guest speakers to their events and talk
to their audience. In that case, there is actual idea exchange happening which sounds
more ‘creative’, at least to me. I am not saying having exhibitions is not good, but it is
more of a one-way message delivering instead of interaction.

I: That could be a very good suggestions for Beijing 798 Art Zone I suppose.

W: Yeah I think so too.

I: Overall, how would you evaluate your experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

W: Mmmm, I would say fairly well. I mean we should not really compare it to other
creative zones as each destination has its own characteristics. But I think we can
expect more on Beijing 798 Art Zone in the future.

I: Yes I agree, and let us hope for the best in the future.

W: Yeah.

I: Okay, thank you very much for your time today. Your opinions are very important
to my research, especially your cross-culture prospective.

W: You are very welcome, I am happy that it can be helpful to you.
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8.3 APPENDICE C - Interview Transcript 3

( 10/10/14, Participant C - Gloria, 31, Chinese)

I: Hello, thank you for taking your time to join me for an interview. I would like to
ask more about your experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone. Are you ready for the
interview?

G: Yes please.

I: Is it your first time to Beijing 798 Art Zone?

G: No it is not. Actually I live in the neighborhood at the moment.

I: Oh really? So do you come here often?

G: No I would not call it often, to be honest Beijing 798 Art Zone is quite boring if
you have been here a couple of times.

I: Why do you think so?

G: Well, if you look around do you see much to do here?

I: There are many galleries with exhibitions and cultural shops with interesting
souvenirs here as we can see.

G: Yeah okay, but I guess it is fun for one time.

I: May I ask where did you first hear of Beijing 798 Art Zone?

G: I think I first heard of it on Sina Weibo, I saw a post about a short introduction
about Beijing 798 Art Zone and became interested in it.

I: When was the first time visiting Beijing 798 Art Zone? Was it shortly after the post
on Sina Weibo?

G: No. It was not shortly after that but waited until a holiday I came with my friends.

I: Okay, could you tell me more about your first impression on Beijing 798 Art Zone
when you are here?

G: Mmmm, I am a bit disappointed to be honest. As it defines itself as a creative arts
zone, personally I did not see much of creative arts when I was there. Before I went
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there, I imagined that it was full of high-end galleries with real art work. But what I
saw at Beijing 798 Art Zone was funny statues all over the place. I heard it that
Beijing 798 Art Zone used to be more fun with more profound art work but with
interfere of government, some artists moved out and some sensitive works were taken
down. That is a pity. I think 798 Art Zone should become less touristy and pay more
attention to real art, artists can even work together to make Beijing 798 Art Zone a
real art zone and advertise for what are happening there.

I: Do you find its military related history attractive as part of the story of Beijing 798
Art Zone?

G: Hmm, not really to be honest. I have to admit that the old history of Beijing 798
Art Zone does not really motivate me to go there. As a girl, I am not very interested in
military history neither in visiting its site. I was firstly attracted to its reputation as a
creative arts zone with interesting galleries but based on my observations those
galleries I have visited did not seem quite special. I came across many tourists and
young people going there for photo taking and getting a coffee. There were no art
workshop or culture exchange activities. Do you know a place called MOMA in
central Beijing? I quite like that place as a couple of cafes there run interesting
workshop events, exhibitions and culture-exchange events which are quite successful.
I think it would also be good for Beijing 798 Art Zone if they can learn from that.

I: Yeah, sounds interesting. What do you think are the main reasons that make Beijing
798 Art Zone not as popular as it is supposed to be? Do you think traffic is a major
reason?

G: Well, it is true that compared to other tourist attractions Beijing 798 Art Zone is
further in north-east on the way to Beijing Airport, but if it is attractive enough
visitors would still find their way here if they want to. When I have friends coming to
visit in my area, they are happy to go to Beijing 798 Art Zone for the first time but
rarely any would like to go back for the second or third time unless there are special
events happening on the day. But mostly people go there due to curiosity and maybe
people living nearby go to coffee shop there for coffee or reading books. Generally
speaking, there is not much happening there in the morning. Even if I live in the area I
am not always aware of what exhibitions are happening there, not to say tourists who
are miles away. As most visitors are tourists, Beijing 798 Art Zone has become much
touristy so less and less local would visit there for leisure.

I: Okay, I see. How would you evaluate your experience at Beijing 798 Art Zone?

G: Well, I was expecting gigantic buildings that they have at other creative arts zones,
but all I saw was short and square buildings which reminded me of Soviet Union style.
I was also looking forward to seeing artists composing on-site but all I could find
were shops selling products, that were quite disappointing to me.
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I: Okay, Thank you for sharing your wonderful opinions. I think they are very
important for related managers. Let us hope for the best for its future development.
Thank you very much for your time today.

G: You are welcome.
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8.4 APPENDICE D - QUESTIONNAIR

Dear Sir/ Madam,

My name is Simin Chen and I am a graduate student from Mid Sweden University
working on my dissertation research. It is highly appreciated if you are able to spare
some time to fill in the questionnaire sharing your understanding and experience at
Beijing 798 Art District. Thank you very much for your time and help!

1. Have you ever heard of Art District 798 in Beijing?
 Yes I have been there
 Yes, but I have not been there yet
 No, I have never heard of it

2. Where did you know of Art District 798 in Beijing?
 Friends
 Newspapers and magazines
 TV and radio programme
 Internet – Social media

3. How often do you go to Art District 798?
 Very often (once a month)
 Sometimes (twice a year)
 Have only been there once

4. What motivated you to visit Art District 798?
 Art District 798 is off-the-beaten-path
 It is a cultural site
 Come for art events
 Casual visit
 Others _________

5. How did you understand 798 Art District before your visit? (Multiple Choices)
 Contemporary Art District
 Fashion District
 Hipster District
 Tourist Attraction
 Others __________

6. Do you have any preferred route when visiting 798 Art District?
_________________________
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7. What is your average expense at 798 Art District every time?
 Less than RMB 50/ person
 RMB 50 – 100/ person
 RMB 100 – 200/ person
 Over RMB 200/ person

8. What is the main source of your spending at 798 Art District?
 Gallery ticket purchase
 Art purchase
 Food and drink

9. How would you evaluate your experience at 798 Art District?
 Excellent
 Good
 Okay
 Disappointed

Reason of disappointment ____________

10. Do you have any constructive suggestions for improvement of 798 Art Zone?
 It can be more commercialized
 It can be more artful
 More restaurants and cafe are required
 Access to the area requires improvement

11. Would you recommend 798 Art District to your friends?
 Yes
 No

We would like to know a bit more about you……

1. Your gender?
 Male
 Female

2. Your age?
 Below 18
 18 – 25
 26 – 30
 31 – 35
 Over 35
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3. What is your highest qualification?
 High School
 Undergraduate
 Master
 PhD

4. Your occupation?
 Civil Servant
 Employed by state-owned organization
 Employed by foreign company
 Employed by private sectors
 Freelancer
 Student

Thank you very much!


